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Predicting mutations in HIV-1 Gag: Insights from in silico and an in 

vitro BSL2 platform on thermostability and allosteric effects 

HIV-1 Gag and protease are both involved in protease inhibitor resistance, where 

Gag mutations alone were reported to be able to compensate for protease 

inhibition. These resistance mutations arise as a result of the error-prone HIV-1 

reverse transcriptase. To study if such mutations were incorporated randomly, we 

investigated the mutations generated in our HIV-RT cDNA synthesis PCR assay 

that is devoid of selection pressures involving protein fitness and immune 

surveillance. Studying a total of 269 one-generation sequences using HIV-1 RT, 

we calculated an error rate of about 8.7 x10-5/bp with a bias towards transition 

mutations. We found previously reported mutations as well as unreported novel 

mutations in our system. Computational structural analysis showed that the novel 

mutations had varying effects on the thermostability of the capsid linker and the 

first Gag cleavage site. In this work, we showed that our platform can be used for 

mutation generation that could aid in the design of pre-emptive interventions, and 

give us an insight to the effects of emerging mutations in HIV-1 Gag.   

Keywords: Mutation prediction, HIV-1 drug resistance, allostery, 

thermostability, resistance mutations.  

  

Introduction  

HIV has infected more than 70 million individuals and is responsible for a total of 35 

million deaths worldwide [1]. To date, Antiretroviral therapy (ART) remains the 

predominant treatment method [2], yet it is hampered by emerging drug-resistance 

mutations introduced during the reverse transcription process by HIV-1 reverse-

transcriptase (HIV-RT) [3,4]. One main drug class used in ART is protease inhibitors 

(PIs) [2,3]. PIs bind to the active site of the viral protease, inhibiting its interaction with 

the substrate Gag, and thereby viral maturation [5,6]. To overcome PIs, mutations on 

viral protease reduce affinity to PIs [6,7] and the accumulation of such resistant 

mutations can render PIs ineffective as well as confer cross-resistance between PIs [6] 
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limiting drug selection. Recently, Gag has been reported to confer PI resistance [4,6-8] 

in the absence of mutations on Protease. Gag is a polyprotein comprising of several 

domains – matrix (MA), capsid (CA), sp1, nucleocapsid (NC), sp2, and p6 (these 

domains are reviewed extensively in [9,10]) and are cleaved before viral assembly 

[9,10]. Expectedly, mutations at the cleavage sites could confer PI-resistance [4,6-8]. 

Nonetheless, most drug-resistance mutations in protease comes at a fitness cost that is 

phenotypically manifested as decreased affinity to Gag or reduced catalytic capabilities 

[7,11], and thus, PI-resistant variants typically exhibit slower replication when 

compared to wild-type HIV variants [5,8]. To overcome this, Gag mutations 

compensated for such fitness cost effects [6-8], and these mutations may arise on both 

Gag cleavage or non-cleavage sites [6-8], making the understanding and 

characterization of drug-resistance Gag mutations imperative for improving patient 

prognosis, drug-prescription and design [4]. 

The capsid domain in Gag is a potential drug target [3,12]. Several small 

molecules targeting the capsid domain (capsid inhibitors; Bevirimat, PF74, etc) have 

shown promise, but only one -Bevirimat- entered phase II clinical trials [13]. Bevirimat 

inhibited proteolytic cleavage in-vitro, but natural Gag polymorphisms in some patients 

led to significantly reduced drug efficacy [13]. 

On the whole, Gag has also shown great promise as a potential vaccine 

candidate as observed from HIV-1 patients with normal CD4+ T-lymphocytes levels and 

below detectable viral loads without anti-retroviral therapy (known as HIV-1 elite 

supressors) [14-16]. These elite suppressors showed CD8+ T-lymphocyte (CTL) 

responses that naturally suppress HIV-1 viral loads [14,15,17], thus  HIV-1 disease 

progression is mediated by strong and broad CTL responses to HIV-1 Gag protein. Two 

main HLA molecules (HLA-B57 & HLA-B27)  that target Gag epitopes were found to 
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be overrepresented in elite suppressors [14,15]. By incorporating Gag as a target, the 

outcomes in the HIV-1 RV144 vaccine trial (RV144; 26.4%) [18,19] were improved.  

We developed an in-vitro selection-free assay to characterize HIV-1 RT 

mutations on HIV-1 Gag. The absence of selection pressures e.g. (anti-retroviral drugs 

and immune surveillance) allows for an unbiased generation both novel and known 

HIV-1 Gag mutations. Further leveraging on our previously modelled Gag structures, 

we studied the effects of the mutations on thermostability and allosteric 

communications.  

Materials & Methods 

Generation of HIV-1 Gag mRNA  

The HIV Gag gene was PCR amplified from plasmid p8.91 [20] was cloned into pTT5 

plasmid vector (YouBio) and transformed into in-house competent  E. coli cells [21]. 

HIV-1 Gag mRNA were expressed using transfected HEK293 EXPI maintained in 

Dulbecco modified Eagle medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, 

penicillin and streptomycin. pTT5-Gag plasmids (10 µg) were extracted (BioBasic; 

#BS614) and transfected into HEK293 EXPI cells (4 x 105 cells/ml) as previously 

described [22-25]. Two days after transfection, total RNA was extracted using TRIzol 

reagents (Invitrogen; #15596018) and subjected to DNase treatment (Sigma Aldrich; 

#716728001) as per manufacturer’s protocols.  

cDNA Synthesis using HIV-1 RT  

cDNA synthesis reactions were performed using commercial HIV-1 RT subunits: p51 

(0.2475 µg) and p66 (0.2125 µg)  from Sino Biological Inc (catalogue: 40244-V07E 

and 40244-V07E1, respectively),  (ii) 3 µg DNase-treated Gag RNA, (iii) 4 µl 5X RT 
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buffer (25 mM Dithiothreitol, 375 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2, 250 mM Tris-HCl [pH 

8.3]), (iv) 100 µM Oligo(dT)18 (Thermo Scientific; #SO131), (v) 10 mM dNTPs, (vi) 40 

units RiboLock RNase inhibitor (ThermoFisher Scientific; #EO0381) topped up to 20 

µl of DEPC treated H2O. No-RT negative controls were prepared without the addition 

of HIV-1 p51 and p66 HIV-1 RT subunits. cDNA synthesis reactions were performed 

using an Applied Biosystems Proflex thermal-cycle. cDNA synthesis was performed 

using 1 cycle of  25°C for 18 min, 37°C for 1 hr and 85°C for 5 min. Gag cDNA was 

detected from the cDNA reactions using GoTaq PCR  (Promega; #M7823) and HIV-1 

Gag specific primers (F: 5’CTG GTA AAG CTT CTA GTG GTG GTG GTG -3’ and 

R:‘5- TAT TAG GAA TTC ATG GGT GCG AGA GCG-3’). Each GoTaq Master Mix 

PCR reaction had 300 ng of cDNA as per manufacturers protocol (Promega). HIV-1 

Gag cDNA templates were amplified using 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 secs, 58°C for 30 

secs and 72°C for 1 min 40 secs. PCR products were subjected to 1% agarose gel 

electrophoresis (100V, 60 min) and visualized alongside a 10k bp DNA ladder. Gel 

analysis was performed using GelApp [26]. The cDNA reactions that had detected HIV-

1 Gag cDNA were then subjected to high-fidelity Q5 Polymerase PCR (NEB; 

#M0491L).  

High-fidelity amplification of  HIV-1 gag cDNA and TOPO Cloning 

Q5 Polymerase PCR (50 μl) was performed using 75 ng of HIV-1 Gag cDNA with the 

Gag primers listed above and assembled as per manufacturers protocol. HIV-1 Gag 

cDNA templates were amplified using 38 cycles of 98°C for 10 secs, 61°C for 10 secs 

and 72°C for 1 min 10 secs. Q5 Polymerase PCR products were analysed as performed 

above and purified using Gel extraction and PCR purification kits as previously 

described [27]. Purified Q5 Polymerase PCR products were cloned using TOPO PCR 

blunt end cloning kit (Invitrogen; #K280020) as per manufacturer’s protocol. TOPO 
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vectors were transformed into in-house competent DH5α cells previously described 

[21]. Transformed DH5α cells were plated and grown overnight at 37°C on LB agar 

plates supplemented with kanamycin (100 mg/ml). Transformants were screened using 

colony PCR prior to sequencing.  

Colony PCR & Sequencing  

Transformants from TOPO reactions were screened using colony PCR screening 

method. Each colony PCR reaction comprised of 5 µl 2X GoTaq master mix, 1 µM 

each of universal M13F(-20) forward and M13R(-20) reverse primers, 3 µl nuclease 

free water and 1 TOPO colony. Negative controls were prepared without the addition of 

any colonies. Colony PCR reactions were performed using 35 cycles of  95°C for 30 

secs, 55°C for 15 secs and 72°C for 2 min 15 secs, and the reactions were analysed by 

gel electrophoresis using GelApp [26]. Colonies that were positive for Gag inserts were 

grown overnight at 37°C, 250 rpm in LB broth supplemented with kanamycin. The 

resulting plasmids were extracted and sequenced using universal M13F(-20) and 

M13R(-20) primers. Mutations were identified from multiple sequence alignment to the 

original Gag sequence used for transfection. To rule out sequencing artefacts, sequence 

chromatograms were analysed, and ambiguous peaks and mutated Gag sequences were 

re-sequenced for verification 

Computational analysis  

Sequence assembly and multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of HIV-1 Gag sequences 

were performed using MAFFT [28] and Clustal Omega [29], respectively. ExPASy 

translate tool [30] and DNA2App [31] were used to convert HIV-1 Gag nucleotide 

sequences to its corresponding amino acid sequence. Previously characterized HIV-1 

sequences were retrieved from the Los Alamos sequence database [32]. Mutagenesis 
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using PyMOL (version 2.2; [33]) was performed on both compact and extended Gag 

structures (previously modelled by Su et al. [3]) to match the Gag sequence used. The 

Gag structures were minimized using the GROMOS96 implementation of Swiss-

PdbViewer (version 4.1.0; [34,35]) Possible effects of the mutations on Gag protein 

dynamics and thermostability were investigated using Elastic Network Contact Model 

(ENCoM) [36,37], FoldX4 [38] and MODELLER v9.17 [39,40] on an Ubuntu 16.04 

machine.  

Allosteric effects of mutations (Figure 1) were studied using the AlloSigMA 

server [41] to quantify the distal effect of the mutations on the first Gag cleavage site 

(ΔGsite) and the capsid linker (ΔGlinker). We used “Up mutation” (for residue positions 

E17, G192, S241, H124, K290, K418, K202, & S462) and “Down mutation” (for 

residue position N271, F433, F484, T239, T204, R214, I223) to simulate the residues 

that mutated accordingly to larger or smaller residues, respectively. The resulting 

residue-wise allosteric free energies (Δg, with negative indicating stabilizing and 

positive indicating destabilizing) due to the mutation effects were used to estimate the 

ΔGsite and ΔGlinker by averaging Δg of the involved residues. 

Results 

Characterization of HIV-1 Gag mutant variants  

Translated Gag sequences showed that non-synonymous nucleotide mutations (n = 21) 

occurred at a higher frequency than synonymous mutations (n = 11, see Figure 1A-B). 

Nonsense mutations (n = 3) resulting in truncated Gag proteins were also found but 

excluded from further analysis. We were successful in characterizing Gag variants that 

possessed single (variants 1 to 6) and multiple (variants 7 to 9) missense mutations. 

With reference to the Los Alamos HIV sequence and mutation database [32,42], we 
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found that seven of our mutations were previously unreported alongside eight known 

mutations (underlined in Figure 1C). Some of these known mutations were previously 

reported to contribute to drug and immune evasion resistance (Table 1). 

Further analysis did not show any particular mutational hotspots in our study. 

Gag variants 4, 9 and 11 were repeatedly found in their respective cDNA synthesis 

reactions and were not identified in other reactions. This is a likely result of having 

multiple cDNA copies. The multiple sequence alignment of the 12 unique Gag variants 

shown in Supplementary Figure S1 and S2, indicated that non-cleavage site mutations 

(n = 19) occurred at a higher frequency than those at the Gag cleavage sites (n = 2; 

F433L, at the fourth cleavage site [7]). We did not find mutations on the first Gag 

cleavage site (374ATIMIQK380) and there were more missense mutations (13/21) within 

the capsid domain, which was statistically expected for the largest domain in the Gag 

polyprotein.   

Thermostability of Gag extended and compact structure  

Gag protein was first formed as a compact structure and extends during the viral 

maturation process [43]. We used the extended and compact Gag structures [3] to 

investigate the changes in thermostability and protein dynamics caused by the mutations 

between the two Gag extreme states using ENCoM [36,37]. We excluded the truncated 

Gag variants (variants 10 and 11) in this analysis due to possible biases caused by the 

distant regions.  

It was shown that when extended, the whole Gag structure generally became 

more thermostable (the effect is particularly pronounced and most varying on the capsid 

and p6) in the presence of the  mutations.  These trends were also observed when Gag 

was in the compact states. 
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The gain in thermostability at the p6 domain on the extended Gag was found for 

all the single mutation variants (except for variant 4, shown in Figure 2B and 

Supplementary Figure S3). On the other hand, the mutation F433L in variant 4 caused 

the loss of thermostability at the p6 domain of Gag. In variants 1 to 6, p6 was less 

thermostable in the compact Gag. 

Among the variants with multiple mutations, variants 7 (H124R/K290R) and 8 

(T239A/K418R) become less thermostable whereas variant 9 became more 

thermostable (Figure 2B). However, we observed varying effect on the four major 

domains matrix, capsid, nucleocapsid, and p6 regarding to different combinations of 

mutations in these variants. 

To further characterize the possible compensatory or cumulative effects on both 

extended and compact Gag structures, we performed leave-one-out analysis (where we 

systematically reverted mutations one by one back to wild-type in the multiple mutation 

variants) for variants 7, 8, and 9 (with multiple mutations).  

In variant 7 (H124R/K290R), the H124R mutation alone was responsible for 

rendering the matrix, N-terminal capsid, and p6 domains less thermostable but increased 

the thermostability of the C-terminal capsid (particularly at the linker 277YSPTSIL283 

that is involved in the core stability [44]), and nucleocapsid (Supplementary Figure 

S3B). The K290R alone increased thermostability, yet its effect was masked by the 

effects of  H124R mutation in decreasing thermostability.  

For variant 8 (T239A/K418R), the decrease of thermostability (on capsid and 

nucleocapsid) were elicited by the T239A mutation. However, the K418R mutation 

caused a decrease in thermostability of the p6 domain for the complete (in extended) or 

partial (in compact) structures (Supplementary Figure S3C). 
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In the case of compact variant 9 (K202R/T204A/R214G/I223V/S462R), the 

mutations decreased the thermostability of the nucleocapsid (Figure 2C), which became 

more thermostable when Gag extended (Figure 2B). This suggests a complementary 

neutralizing effect when Gag extends. Given that these mutations occurred at the capsid 

region (Figure 2D), they may be an indirect communication (allosteric effects) between 

these two regions in the various Gag conformational states.  

Gag mutations and their allosteric effects  

The thermostability profiles of both extended and compact Gag revealed distal effects 

between the various Gag domains. All the mutations (except for T239A in variant 8) 

resulted in the increased thermostability of both the capsid linker (277YSPTSIL283) and 

the first Gag cleavage site (374ATIMIQK380) in the extended Gag. The mutations T239A 

caused loss of thermostability, particularly at the cleavage site implicated in PI 

resistance [7,8]. On the other hand, some mutations amplified or neutralized the effects 

of the mutations when Gag extended. For example, the loss of thermostability by 

H124R (in variant 7) was only observed in extended Gag, while R214G and F484S 

effects on the nucleocapsid and p6 domains abated when Gag extended. Therefore, 

distal allosteric effects were caused by the mutations (either individually or 

accumulatively). 

We used AlloSigMA server [41] to quantify the propagated signals of the 

mutations (Figure 3), especially onto the two regions of interest: the capsid linker 

(277YSPTSIL283) and the first Gag cleavage site (374ATIM/IQK380). We initiated 

perturbations using “Up mutation” and “Down mutation” to simulate mutations to 

bulkier or smaller amino acid residues, respectively (Table 3). 

Only few mutations displayed allosteric effect on the capsid linker 

(ΔGcapsid_linker). Obvious differences in allosteric communications between the two Gag 
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conformational states were seen for the E17K (variant 1), G192R (variant 2), K418R 

(variant 8), K202R or S462R (variant 9, shown in Table 3) mutations. These mutations 

(except for G192R and K202R) destabilized the capsid linker in extended Gag. The 

stabilizing effect (ΔGcapsid_linker < 0) on the capsid by the G192R mutation was 

neutralized (ΔGcapsid_linker = 0) when Gag extended. The K202R mutation (in variant 9) 

stabilized (individually or predominantly in the presence of other mutations) the capsid 

linker whereas the individual S462R (in variant 9) destabilized the capsid linker when 

Gag extended. 

Only the K418R (variant 8), and S462R (variant 9) had notable allosteric effect 

(destabilizing, with ΔGsite > 0) on the first Gag cleavage site (Table 3). These two 

mutations displayed dominating effects over the other mutations present in variants 8 

and 9. 

Discussion  

We set out to generate Gag mutations by HIV-1 RT in a single replication cycle using 

our virus-free in vitro BSL2 platform (without viral fitness selection pressure) to study 

the native error rate of HIV-RT. We found novel Gag mutations and investigated their 

effects on Gag thermostability and allosteric communication onto the first Gag cleavage 

site and capsid linker that could aid in rational drug and vaccine design.  

The predominance of transition mutations in our selection-free conditions (n = 

31 as opposed to transversions at n =3) is well characterized across most phyla [45-47], 

and is hypothesized to conserve protein functions. Given that our system was selection 

free, the bias seemed to be intrinsic to HIV-RT. While mutations may arise from the (i) 

DH5α and/or HEK293 EXPI host, (ii) Q5 polymerase and (iii) sequencing artefacts. 

These were controlled for given that the observed phenotypic mutation rate per base 

pair per replication for both E. coli and mammalian cells were estimated to be 
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approximately 5.4×10-10 and 5.0×10-11 respectively [48], and that Q5 polymerase is the 

most accurate commercially available high-fidelity polymerase[49].  

Novel Gag mutations  

Of our seven novel Gag mutations (G192R, S241I, K290R, T204A, R214G, S462R, and 

F433L), variants 2 (G192R), 3 (S241I), and 4 (F433L) were found as single mutation 

variants. Mutant variants 2 and 3 increased thermostability similar to variants 1 (E17K), 

5 (N271S), and 6 (F484S). Whereas variant 4 (F433L) gave a general unique pattern of 

thermostabilizing the rest of Gag, while decreasing the thermostability of p6 domain 

(Figure 2). K290R, T204A, R214G and S462R novel mutations were found together 

with other known mutations. Given that these were unreported in clinical settings, they 

could be present in viral populations as a minority due to the compromise of viral 

fitness, or having other deleterious effects. G192 and F433 positions are highly 

conserved with no naturally occurring polymorphisms reported in the Los Alamos 

mutation database [32]. One reported G192W variant was generated using low-fidelity 

PCR mutagenesis and resulted in non-viable virions[50]. At the same time, there are no 

known F433 mutations reported. On the other hand, the S241 residue position is less 

conserved, with mutations S241A and S241D being reported to confer deleterious 

effects [51,52]. Since many of our novel mutations yielded similar thermostability 

profiles with those of the known mutation variants, they are likely to confer the same 

fitness effects and play a role in drug/immune resistance. The exception being variant 4, 

which exhibited effects on p6, potentially affecting conformational changes of Gag 

during maturation [3]. 

With the exception of F433L on the fourth cleavage site, the remaining novel 

mutations were non-cleavage site mutations. Non-cleavage site mutations may act to 

confer drug-resistance to PI through compensatory roles [3,4,53,54]. Five of the capsid 
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novel mutations (G192R, T204A, R214G, S241I, and K290R) were not previously 

reported, suggesting that they may have detrimental effects on virion formation [9], or 

predispose the virus to increased immune surveillance. Given that the G192R, T204A, 

R214G and S241I mutations are located at the N-terminal domain  (NTD), virions 

possessing such mutations may suffer from reduced core formation, resulting in poorer 

viral replication and less infectivity [9,10]. The K290R mutation is on the C-terminal 

Domain (CTD), within a highly conserved motif known as the major homology region 

(MHR) [9,10,55], which Mammano et al. demonstrated that point mutations 

substantially impaired viral particle formation [55]. In addition, von Schwedler et al. 

found K290R mutants had aberrant capsid structures by artificially performing site 

directed mutagenesis to generate K290R mutants [56]. While it would be ideal to study 

the mutation effects at the protein level, Gag protein expression is notoriously difficult 

[57]. Nonetheless, given that a number of the novel mutations appear on the capsid, 

there could be potential vaccine relevance to target such mutations, especially if they 

result in notable capsid structural changes.   

The novel mutation S462R on p6 is likely to affect the role of p6 on Gag 

conformational changes [3]. Given its absence in reports, with the fact that the mutation 

was found together with other mutations to display a thermostability overall profile 

(variant 9 bearing the S462R) similar to the single mutation variants (1, 2, 3, 5, and 6), 

S462R may play a compensatory role that requires further detailed investigation.  In our 

study, we also found the NC/sp1 cleavage site mutation (F433L in 429RQAN/FLG435) in 

a site previously linked to PI resistance e.g. Q430R (BILA-2185BS) and A431V (KNI-

272, Indinavir, Ritonavir and Saquinavir) [3,4]. 

Overall, none of the novel mutations were found on the restricted Gag epitopes 

involving HLA-B27 (KK10, 263KRWIILGLNK272) and HLA-B57 (TW10, 
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240TSTLQEQIAW249; KF11, 162KAFSPEVIPMF172), perhaps requiring a repertoire to 

find Gag mutations relevant to CTL responses and vaccine development.  

Our analysis of allosteric effects showed that most of the Gag single mutations 

did not have significant allosteric effects onto the capsid linker or the first Gag cleavage 

site. We were not able to study beyond the first cleavage site which would involve 

modelling the structure dynamics of the cleaved Gag units. Of the mutations with 

effects, G192R stabilized the capsid linker and destabilized the first cleavage site. Yet 

these effects were abated in the extended Gag. Generally, the single mutations (variants 

2 and 5)  did not affect the cleavage site at the extended form, suggesting that the 

mutations were not random as expected. This observation was supported by the fact that 

Gag variants with multiple mutations also had only weak allosteric effects towards the 

capsid linker and the first cleavage site showing that the spontaneous mutations avoided 

drastic effects on critical sequences/regions. Even with effects in the compact 

conformation, the effects were diminished when Gag extended with very few 

exceptions (such as K418R in variant 8, which had the highest allosteric effect on the 

capsid linker when Gag was extended, but on the first cleavage site when Gag was 

compact; and S462R in variant 9, which destabilized the first cleavage site for extended 

conformations, see Table 3).  

Potential for pre-emptive drug design and vaccine development  

In the absence of selection pressures, low frequency occurring mutations may be picked 

up, allowing for a more comprehensive analysis of the HIV-1 RT bias. These low 

frequency mutations may be easily missed using current methods, but may emerge in 

the presence of selection pressures. Thus, by combining such a platform together with 

computational aided design methods (e.g. machine learning -based predictive models), 

it may be possible to pre-emptively predict emerging mutations and design next 
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generation drugs. Given that many HIV proteins can function in intense drug/immune 

selection environments even with significant reduced activity [58,59], it may be 

possible for our novel Gag mutations to be detected in the right conditions. Coupled 

with pre-emptive drugs/vaccine development against such variants, we can subject HIV 

infection towards Muller’s ratchet [60-62] for viral clearance.  

The identification of mutational hotspots can be complemented by providing 

huge datasets of hotspots that arise in the absence of selection pressures and coupled 

with computational structural analysis, we may be able to understand the constraints of 

HIV-RT mutations that do not proceed to a protein level under the most basic biological 

selection pressures i.e. at protein functional levels, prior to the presence of immune/drug 

selection.    

Conclusion 

We have established a proof-of-concept to generate unbiased HIV-1 RT mutations on 

HIV-1 Gag and investigated their effects on Gag thermostability and allosteric 

communications in silico. Our platform can be used for the rapid generation of novel 

HIV mutations in a safe BSL2 manner, and when coupled with computational analysis 

using our Gag models, we provide more insights to the drug and vaccine development 

against HIV-1. 
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Table 1: The eight mutations in the 269 variants that was previously reported.  

Mutation Reported Function References 

I223V CTL immune evasion resistance. Known compensatory mutation for 
T242N escape mutation. 

[16,63,64] 

N271S CTL immune evasion resistance. Known rare and transient mutation.  [65] 
E17K CTL immune evasion resistance. Known rare and transient mutation. HIV-

1 variants selected by a novel PI (GRL-0519) 
[66-68] 

K418R Associated with PI resistant variants [69] 
K202R Capsid inhibitor (PF74) resistance [11,12,70-72] 
F484S No previously reported function N.A 
H124R No previously reported function N.A.  
T239A No previously reported function N.A 
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Table 2. Estimated error rate of HIV-1 RT  

The error rate is calculated as the ratio of total number of mutations and the total 
number of bases (i.e. 35 / 403,500), which is comparable to the reported range of 5.9 x 
10-4  to 5.3 x 10-5  (reviewed extensively in  [73-75]).  
 
 
 
  

Total no. of Gag 
Sequences  

Total no. of 
bases 

Total no. of 
mutations 

Error rate 

269 403,500 35  ∼8.7 x 10-5 
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Table 3: Estimated changes of allosteric free energy of the capsid linker and the first 

Gag cleavage site caused by the mutations, using both compact and extended Gag 

structures. 

 

Variant 
 

 
Mutations 

Change in allosteric free energies (ΔGCA_linker or ΔGsite) 

Compact Gag Extended Gag 

277YSPTSIL283 

(Capsid 
 Linker) 

374ATIMIQK380 

(Cleavage  
Site) 

277YSPTSIL283 

(Capsid  
Linker) 

374ATIMIQK380 

(Cleavage 
 Site) 

 
1 E17K  

 
0.21 

 
-0.02 

 
0.90 

0.26 

2 G192R -1.33 0.6 0 -0.07 

3 S241I 0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
4 F433L -0.01 -0.01 0.07 -0.06 
5 N271S 0.02 -0.1 -0.01 0.01 
6 F484S 0.01 0 0.04 0 
7 H124R / K290R 0.08 -0.34 -0.13 0.1 
 H124R / K290R 0.43 -0.15 -0.07 0.13 

 H124R / K290R -0.23 -0.17 -0.06 -0.03 
8 T239A / K418R 0.39 -1.33 0.79 0.04 
 T239A / K418R -0.05 -0.03 0.01 -0.01 
 T239A / K418R 0.4 -1.28 0.78 0.04 

9 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.53 0.11 0.15 0.61 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.35 0.22 1.09 0.53 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.56 0.12 -0.09 0.61 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.57 0.11 0.18 0.59 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.90 0.03 0.18 0.55 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.35 -0.07 -0.21 0.09 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.42 -0.08 -0.46 0.07 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

-0.02 -0.01 0.08 0.04 

  K202R / T204A / S241I / 
I223V / S462R 

0.04 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

-0.02 0.04 0 0 

 K202R / T204A / R214G / 
I223V / S462R 

0.31 0.2 0.89 0.59 
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Figure legends: 

 

 

 

Figure 1: List of generated HIV-1 Gag mutations. (A) Histogram showing the mutations 

captured on the 18 mutated Gag sequences. Transversion and Transition mutations are 

shown in white and grey, respectively. (B) The 35 point mutations detected in this study 

included 11 silent, 21 missense and 3 nonsense mutations. (C) List of Gag variants 

possessing non-synonymous mutations. Single mutations (variants 1 to 6), multiple 

mutations (variants 7 to 9) and truncating mutations (variants 10 & 11) were identified. 

Eight known mutations listed in the Los Alamos HIV database are underlined. The Gag 

domains where the mutations are located are indicated in the third column. 
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Figure 2: Changes in the Gag thermostability (A). Wild type Gag with the capsid linker 

(277YSPTSIL283) and the first Gag cleavage site (374ATIM/IQK380). Representative 

thermostability profiles of the extended (B) and compact (C) Gag structures. (D) 

Schematic of the Gag structure including domains with the identified mutations. 
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Figure 3: Allosteric communications caused by the identified mutations. (A). Wild type 

Gag with the capsid linker (277YSPTSIL283) and the first Gag cleavage site 

(374ATIM/IQK380). Representative allostery profiles of the compact (B) and extended 

(C) Gag structures. An augmented reality animation of the compact Gag structures can 

be viewed using the “APD AR Holistic Review App” available on both Google and 

Apple app stores (for more details, see Poh et al. [76]).  
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